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 games, Anka 2 Game Free Download For Pc, anka 2 game free download for pc, hack to unlock, best game, best game
download, android gameQ: Why am I able to access a property that is inside my private member of another class in a subclass?
Example: I have a Property property1 in my class Class1 that is private and is set to 0 in the constructor. In another class class2,
I have a method which is called getProperty1() which gets the property. If I do this, I get an error: "variable property1 might not
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have been initialized." But when I change the method getProperty1() to something like this, I do not get the error: public float
getProperty1() { return property1; } The property in this case is public and I'm only trying to get it because the methods of

class1 need to be called from class2. I do understand that making the property private would make it inaccessible. What I don't
understand is why, even though I set the property as private, is the getter method accessible when the property is public. A: I'd
say this is actually a peculiarity of the Java language (it happens when dealing with access modifiers and more complex topics
such as inheritance). A simple example might help. class Base { private int i; Base() { i = 42; } public int getI() { return i; class
Sub extends Base { Sub() { super(); return i; // it works; i is initialized inside the constructor So far so good. But if you add the

following code: i = 44; // i is set to a value it will never have in the constructor you'll get a warning 520fdb1ae7
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